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Statements belonging to this thesis: 
“Unveiling the sensory connections between the bladder and the brain 
that involve the periaqueductal gray matter” 
 
▪ The PAG plays the role of a switchboard located in the brainstem, with reciprocal 
connections with cortical regions and peripheral organs. (This thesis)  
▪ The Glutamatergic cell population is the front line of the cascade of neurotransmitters 
activated in the vlPAG after receiving sensory signals from the bladder.  (This thesis) 
▪ The vlPAG neuronal firing rate is influenced by bladder electrical stimulation. (This 
thesis) 
▪ Fluorescent detection of the iontophoretically ejected Pontamine sky blue dot, is an 
easier and more precise method for localization of the tip of a glass micropipette 
electrode. (This thesis) 
▪ The PAG will be a diagnostic and therapeutic target for specific continence problems 
and voiding dysfunctions.   (This thesis) 
 
► Music is a Higher Revelation than All Wisdom and Philosophy. L. v. Beethoven 
► One Small Step for a Man, a Giant Leap for Mankind.   Neil Armstrong 
► See the Invisible.  Do the Impossible.      Oral Roberts 
► No Power is as Strong as Mind Power. 
► When Passion is Present, Success Would be Certain.   
► There must be a reasonable balance between Scientific Passion and Scientific Fashion.
  
 
 
